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With Avery Bradley out, Hawks looking to take control 

By Ohm Youngmisuk 

ATLANTA –- For the second straight postseason, the Atlanta Hawks may have caught a big break, or in 

this case, a big strain. 

With the Boston Celtics announcing that guard Avery Bradley's strained hamstring will keep him out of 

Game 2 and likely this first-round series, the Hawks find themselves potentially benefiting again from a 

significant injury to a crucial backcourt contributor on the opposing team. The Hawks lead this best of 

seven series, 1-0, with Game 2 on Tuesday in Atlanta. 

“I just found out myself literally before getting on the call,” Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer said during 

an afternoon conference call with reporters. “And haven’t had a lot of time or put in a lot of thought 

into it. I’m not sure [we] really need to between now and the [next] game. 

“He is a heck of a defender and a heck of a player and does a lot things for them on both ends of the 

court. But I am sure there will be a lot of other guys who will be looking to do more and step up with 

more opportunity.” 

Budenholzer and the Hawks, though, do know firsthand how an injury can impact a playoff series. 

Last year in the second round, Washington Wizards guard John Wall fractured his left wrist and hand in 

Game 1 of the second round against Atlanta. While Wall returned for Games 5 and 6 after missing three 

games, the Wizards' chances of getting past Atlanta were severely impacted by Wall’s hand. Atlanta 

beat Washington, 4-2, to advance to the Eastern Conference finals. 

Bradley isn’t the franchise player that Wall is for Washington. But Bradley’s defense, leadership, 

experience and his contributions will definitely be missed as evidenced by teammate Jae Crowder's 

initial reaction to Bradley writhing in pain on the floor in the second half when he slammed his fist on 

the nearby scorer’s table. 

While the Celtics stormed back to erase a 19-point second-quarter deficit to briefly take the lead in the 

fourth, Bradley injured his hamstring with about just under seven minutes left. 

After he left, the Celtics couldn’t slow down Jeff Teague from scoring nine of his 23 points to help 

Atlanta escape with a 102-101 Game 1 victory at home. Bradley also scored 18 much-needed points for 

Boston. 

Bradley's absence puts a strain on a Boston defense already tasked with trying to slow down a speedy 

point guard tandem in Teague and Dennis Schroder. 

“I think Bradley is a really good perimeter defender and they used him on both Jeff and Dennis at 

different times for different stretches,” Budenholzer said. “I’m sure Marcus Smart is an elite wing 

defender and Crowder and Isaiah Thomas, I think is underrated [on defense]. It is one less body they 

may have to throw at our guys on the perimeter.” 

Budenholzer said he could potentially play Teague and Schroder together for stretches if the 

opportunity presents itself with Bradley out. 



 

 

 

“But we are happy with our [shooting guards and small forwards] with how we have been rotating and 

being a little bit bigger,” the Hawks coach explained. “And defensively, just kind of our integrity with our 

backup two’s and three’s and our rebounding and all those things. If there is an opportunity and it 

makes sense then obviously we are comfortable playing Jeff and Dennis together.” 

The Hawks, as was the case with Washington and Wall last year, want to focus more on what they do 

best and keep executing. They know they have to defend like they did in the first half of Game 1 when 

they held Boston to 23.1 percent shooting and held the Celtics to zero fast-break points in the half. 

They cannot play like they did in the third when the Hawks’ transition defense disappeared and Boston 

scored 11 fast break points to storm back into the game. 

And most of all, the Hawks can’t relax even a tad mentally. 

“We got to see if we can come out with the same edge, being up 1-0,” Kent Bazemore said. “Regardless 

if [Bradley] was playing or not.” 

 

 

  


